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David Beckham shows off new adidas Predator boot (6)
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: David Beckham shows off adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: Paul Pogba shows off adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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David Beckham shows off the new adidas Predator 20 Mutator football boot.  The former England and Manchester United ace joined forces with Paul Pogba and Marc-Andr?? ter Stegen to help the sportswear giant launch the boot - which uses demonskin technology, designed to enhance grip and spin on the ball.  Designer Ben Herath said: ?When we launched the first Predator in 1994, it changed the game.  ?For 2020 we wanted to unleash Predator to a new generation.  "We knew that we had to create something completely different, go beyond evolution and deliver a new innovation, something that would intimidate opponents."  The demonskin spikes are deliberately crafted to wrap the front and side of the boot in a formation that aligns to key contact points with the ball, combining to give players enhanced control and touch on the ball, whilst also promoting spin when striking, according to adidas.   Beckham, Zinedine Zidane and Steven Gerrard made the original Predator an iconic boot.  The Predator 20 Mutator is available now.    Demonskin will also feature on goalkeeper gloves, as showcased by Barcelona and Germany keeper, ter Stegen.  Editorial use only.   Please credit Courtesy of adidas / MEGA.  23 Jan 2020  Pictured: Marc-Andere ter Stegen  shows off adidas Predator 20 Mutator.  Photo credit: Courtesy of adidas/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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